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1. Introduction. LetX[Q] denote the collection of entire functions of
exponential type whose Borel transforms are analytic on Qc, the complement of Q taken relative to the sphere. The domain Q is assumed to
be simply connected throughout the article. This note discusses a new
approach for proving theorems about uniqueness classes of the form
K[Q] for sequences of linear functional {L„}, where
(1.1)

Ln{f) = ± \ gnWF(X) dk

(n = 0,1,...).

Each gn (n — 0,1,...) is in H(Q), the collection of all functions holomorphic on Q, F denotes the Borel transform of ƒ, and T is a simple
closed contour in Q with F holomorphic outside and on T. We shall also
characterize sequences of complex numbers {bn} which can be interpolated by X[Q] relative to {LM}.
Our results on uniqueness and interpolation require the following
setting. Place the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets
of Q on H(Q). Then the dual space of H(Q) can be identified with the
collection of functions holomorphic on Qc which vanish at oo [8]. This
collection will be denoted by H0(QC). Note that H0(QC) is also the collection of Borel transforms of all functions in K[Q], The bilinear form
relating H(Q) and H0(QC) is given by
< a , F > = - ^ f a(A)F(A)<U
2ni Jr
for each a in H(Q) and each F in H0(QC).
Let QA and flc be simply connected domains in the plane and let T
denote a continuous linear operator from H(QA) to H(QÇ). For {gn} with
each gn in H(QA) define {LTn} by
LTn(f) = 2 ^ ƒ [rfej] (QF(Q dC

(n = 0,1,...)
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for each ƒ in K[QC], We shall look for special types of operators T. If
X[QA] is a uniqueness class for {L„} implies that X[QC] is a uniqueness
class for {LTn}, then T is said to be uniqueness preserving. If X[QA] interpolates {bn} relative to {Ln} implies that K[QC] interpolates {bn} relative
to {LTn}, then Tis said to be interpolation preserving.
2. The results. Characterizations will first be obtained for uniqueness
preserving operators, interpolation preserving operators, and operators
which are both uniqueness preserving and interpolation preserving. These
characterizations will then be applied to obtain uniqueness and interpolation results.
For each F in H0(QD define T(F) by <a, T'(F)} = < 7 » , F> for all a
in H(QA). The operator V from H0(Q.{) to H0(Çl{) thus defined is called
the conjugate (dual) operator of T. Some characterizations of operators
we shall find are in terms of the conjugate operator.
THEOREM 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for T to be uniqueness preserving is that T' is one-to-one.
PROOF. (Sufficiency) Suppose that <T(gw),F> = 0 (n = 0,1,...), then
<g„, T'(F)} = 0 (n = 0,1,...). If £[QA] is a uniqueness class for {Lw},
T'(F) = 0. By hypothesis V is a one-to-one linear operator so that
F = 0. Hence,/= 0.
(Necessity) Suppose there exists F # 0 such that T(F) = 0. Then, for
each sequence {gn} from H(Q,\ 0 = <g„, T'(F)> = <7\g„),F> (n = 0,1,
...) and F # 0 so that K[QC] cannot be a uniqueness class for {LTn}. But
for {g„(A)} = {An}, X[QA] is a uniqueness class for the sequence of functional generated by {g„}.
REMARK 2.2. The conclusion of the proof of the necessity above may
be restated as if there exists {gn} from H(Qk) such that K[QJ is a uniqueness class for {L T J, then T is uniqueness preserving.
THEOREM 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for T to be interpolation preserving is that T' maps onto H0(QCX).
PROOF. (Sufficiency) Suppose that <gM, G> = bn (n = 0,1,...). By
hypothesis there exists F in H0(QD with T'(F) = G. So, bn = (gn,G}
= <gM,r(F)> = <T(gM),F>(n = 0,l,...).
(Necessity) Set gn(X) = kn (n = 0,1,...) and suppose that T does not
map onto #0(£!A). We assume that T is interpolation preserving and
show that a contradiction results. There exists G in H0(QA) such that G
is not in T'[tf0(Qç)]. Define {bn} by bM = <g„,G> (n = 0,l,...). By
assumption there exists F in H0(QA) with (T(gn\ F> = b„ (n — 0,1,...).
Thus for each n = 0 , 1 , . . . , <T(gM), F> = <g„, T'(F)> = bM = <gM, G>. But
T(F) ^ G so that X[QA] is not a uniqueness class for the sequence of
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functional corresponding to {Àn}. This is a contradiction.
THEOREM 2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for T to be both
uniqueness preserving and interpolation preserving is that T is a homeomorphism.
PROOF. (Sufficiency) It is known that H(QA) and H(QC) are Fréchet
spaces, e.g. see Kothe [8]. Since T is one-to-one and onto H(QC) implies
that T' maps one-to-one and onto H0(QCX) [6], the result follows from
Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3.
(Necessity) By Theorem 2.1, T uniqueness preserving implies that T' is
one-to-one. By Theorem 2.3, T interpolation preserving implies that T'
maps onto H0(Ql). From known results [6, p. 521 ff], this implies T~x
is continuous.

3. Applications. Some of the more important known uniqueness and
interpolation results deal with sequences of linear functional {Ln} which
are generated by sequences of functions of the form {[VK(Q]W}.
THEOREM 3.1. Let W be analytic on Q. Then K[Q] is a uniqueness class
for {Ln} generated by {[W(C)]n} if and only if W(Q is univalent on Q.
PROOF. (If ) If W is univalent on Q, then the operator T defined on
H(W(Q)) by [T(a)](Q = a(W(Q) is a linear homeomorphism onto H(Q).
But K[W(Q)] is a uniqueness class for {L„} generated by {Àn} and the
result follows from Theorem 2.4.
(Only if) If W is not univalent on Q, then T' is not one-to-one. For
d , C2 in Q with Ci # C2 and W(^) = W(Ç2), set F(Q = 1/(C - d )
- l/(f - C2). Then T'(F) = 0.
Gelfond proved Theorem 3.1 in 1938 [7], Buck using Mittag-Leffler
summability gave a simpler proof of sufficiency for the case W(0) = 0
and W(Q) star-shaped with respect to the origin in 1948 [2], and DeMar
[4] proved the sufficiency in 1963. Our approach is quite different.
THEOREM 3.2. Let W be analytic and univalent on Q. Let {bn} be a
sequence of complex numbers and define a function B by

n = 0 4>

and its analytic continuation. Then K[Q] interpolates {bn} relative to {Ln}
generated by {[W(Ç)]n} if and only if B is analytic on [W(Q)]C.
PROOF. The sequence {bn} can be interpolated by K[W(Q)] relative to
{/(w)(0)} if and only if there exists g in K[W(Q)] such that {g(w)(0)} = {bn}
if and only if the function G, the Borel transform of g, defined by
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( 0 = ZiT=o bJCn+l and its analytic continuation is analytic on [W(Q)]C.
The operator T defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is interpolation
preserving. Thus, {bn} can be interpolated by K[Q] if and only if B = G
is analytic on [W(Q)]C.
In 1948 Buck [1] proved the necessity of Theorem 3.2 for the case Q
contains the origin and W(0) = 0. DeMar [3] proved the sufficiency in
1961 for the case W(0) = 0 and Q is a convex set containing the origin.
In 1963 DeMar [4] replaced the convexity requirement with the condition that Q be simply connected.
The following two theorems lead to new uniqueness and interpolation
results when the operators specified in the theorems are applied to the
generating functions of sequences of linear functional for which uniqueness and interpolation results are already known.
THEOREM 3.3. The operator Tdefined on H(Q) by T(a) = a' is uniqueness
preserving but not interpolation preserving.
THEOREM 3.4. Let Q contain the origin, then T defined on H(Q) by
[T(a)](C) = a(C) + £a'(0 ï s both uniqueness preserving and interpolation
preserving.
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